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We investigate the topological surface states in heterostructures formed from a three-dimensional topological
insulator (TI) and a two-dimensional insulating thin film, using first-principles calculations and the tight-binding
method. Utilizing a single Bi or Sb bilayer on top of the topological insulators Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, Bi2Te2Se,
and Sb2Te3, we find that the surface states evolve in very peculiar but predictable ways. We show that strong
hybridization between the bilayer and TI substrates causes the topological surface states to migrate to the top
bilayer. It is found that the difference in the work function of constituent layers, which determines the band
alignment and the strength of hybridization, governs the character of newly emerged Dirac states.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.075308
I. INTRODUCTION
Heterostructures comprised of topological insulators (TIs)
and materials with other types of physical order have been
explored to produce interfacial phenomena that may not arise
in the heterojunctions of conventional materials, which should
thus bear fundamental importance and potential for innovative
applications [1,2]. For instance, the TI-superconductor hybrid
structure exhibits the superconducting proximity effect at the
interface and leads to the possibility of observing Majorana
fermions [3]. The ferromagnetic insulator-TI structure is
suggested to realize the topological magnetoelectric effect
[4,5] and the inverse spin-galvanic effect [6]. Graphene turns
out to have giant spin-orbit coupling (SOC) when it is in
contact with TI substrates [7–9].
Similar to the heterostructure of TI and the materials with
other types of physical order, mixed-dimensional TI systems,
which combine TI materials of different dimensions, say
a three-dimensional (3D) TI with a two-dimensional (2D)
TI and/or non-TI, can also provide interesting platforms to
investigate unconventional interfacial phenomena. On one
hand, the topological order of 3D TIs dictates the existence of
the gapless surface states at the interface, which may penetrate
into the 2D systems. On the other hand, there should be no
conducting states inside the gap if the 2D system in contact has
nontrivial topological order regardless of the contact strength.
Also, if the 2D systems form nanostructures having edges,
one-dimensional (1D) and 2D helical conducting states from
the 2D and 3D TIs, respectively, should coexist. So far, a
standard model of the TI heterosturctures, in particular, of how
we control the interfacial phenomena via chemical or physical
methods at a similar level as in semiconductor heterojunctions
is not yet established. Scattered demonstrations of tunability
of the topological surface states were reported in a thin
semiconducting overlayer on top of TI substrates [10,11]. In
most cases, variation in atomic composition or doping is used
to control the helical states [12–14], and a small band gap
is opened at the Dirac point by magnetic doping from the
time-reversal symmetry breaking [15–18]. In semiconductor-
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TI junctions with a good contact, nontrivial states can penetrate
into the semiconductor as evanescent waves depending on the
band gap and the work function of the constituent materials
[10]. General pictures of TI heterostructures similar to those for
conventional semiconductor heterojunctions are very desirable
for development of TI-based devices.
Bi and Sb bilayers are representative 2D TIs with many
interesting electrical and mechanical properties [19–21]. In
particular, the Bi bilayer has been studied extensively as
it exhibits various topological phases upon structural and
chemical modification [22,23]. The Bi bilayer grown on 3D TI
substrates is a real system where the 1D helical edge state is
observed explicitly [24–26]. They thus constitute truly realistic
platforms to test the manipulation of topological surface states.
An essential step is to understand the effect of TI substrates
on the electronic properties of the Bi bilayer. Previous studies
showed that the Bi bilayer grown on TI substrates has Dirac
states, becoming metallic [24–35]. However, development of
the topological Dirac states at such heterostructures is hard
to track down due to the complexity of the band structures
near the Fermi level, and assignment of the newly emerging
Dirac states from Bi bilayers shows inconsistency [26,31–34].
A unified concept of the helical states in Bi bilayer-TI
heterostructures can provide a key to developing a standard
model of mixed-dimensional topological heterostructures.
In this work, we studied the interaction of the bilayer
states with topological surface states in a heterostructure of
a single Sb or Bi bilayer on top of 3D TI substrates using
first-principles calculations and the tight-binding method. In
particular, we investigated the development of spin-helical
electronic states from the hybridization between the 2D states,
the surface states of 3D TIs, and quantum well states. We
presented a comprehensive picture to analyze the evolvement
of the helical states and the material properties that determine
the band alignment.
II. COMPUTATION
First-principles calculations are carried out within the
generalized gradient approximation with the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof functional using the VASP package [36–38]. We
used the experimental lattice constant of the substrate and
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TABLE I. The structural characteristics of the Sb(Bi)/TI het-
erostructures. Lattice constants (a) used in calculations, our calcu-
lated interlayer distance (d), and work function (W) of pristine TI
substrate. The sign “+” or “–” in the mismatch with Sb or Bi bilayers
denotes the tensile or compressive strain.
Bi2Se3 Bi2Te3 Bi2Te2Se Sb2Te3
a (Å) 4.138 4.383 4.280 4.250
Mismatch (%) Sb +0.36 +6.30 +3.80 +3.08
Bi −4.65 +0.99 −1.38 −2.07
d (Å) Sb 2.71 2.52 2.67 2.72
Bi 2.53 2.72 2.80 2.90
W (eV) 5.545 5.022 5.018 4.606
adjusted the lattices of single Bi and Sb bilayers to make a
commensurate match with the substrate. All calculations are
done with a cutoff energy of 400 eV for plane-wave basis
expansion and the k-point mesh of 11 × 11 × 1. The Sb(Bi)/TI
heterostructure is modeled by a supercell with a single Sb(Bi)
bilayer on one surface of a slab that consists of six-quintuple
–layer- (QL-)-thick TI and a 20-Å-thick vacuum layer between
the cells. During structural relaxations, the atoms in the Sb(Bi)
bilayer and in the first three layers of the TI slab are allowed to
relax until the forces are smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. Calculations
using the Quantum-ESPRESSO package [39] give consistent
results with those from VASP. The bilayer alloys of Sb and Bi
were modeled using the virtual crystal approximation (VCA)
in which the pseudopotentials are generated by mixing Sb and
Bi pseudopotentials.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A single Sb or Bi bilayer has a buckled hexagonal
structure, and its commensurate alignment on top of the
(111) surface of Bi2Se3 (BS), Bi2Te3 (BT), Bi2Te2Se (BTS),
or Sb2Te3 (ST) produces a slight lattice mismatch (Ta-
ble I and Fig. 1). The binding energy is given as Eb =
E(bilayer + TI) − E(bilayer) − E(TI), where E(·) represents
the cohesive energies of the bilayer-6QL TI, the bilayer, and
6QL TI, respectively. The Bi bilayer is weakly bound to the
TI substrates with a binding energy of about ∼0.1 eV per Bi
atom and the equilibrium separation d  2.9 Å. Our calculated
results are in good agreement with available experimental
data and other calculations [27,30,33]. For the Sb bilayer,
the adsorption is weaker with Eb ∼ 0.06 eV per Sb atom but
its equilibrium separation is similar to that in the Bi bilayer
case. The absence of direct chemical bonding indicates that the
binding is an electrostatic type. We also calculated the work
functions of the substrates and pristine Sb and Bi bilayers
[Fig. 1(d)], which determines the band alignment of the Dirac
states in the heterostructures as discussed below. The Sb
bilayer has a similar work function to that of TI substrates
while the Bi bilayer has a smaller value by ∼1.5 eV.
Emergence of the surface states in the heterostructures
exhibits intriguing material dependence. Figure 2 shows cal-
culated band structures of the Sb/TI heterostructure projected
onto those of the Sb bilayer and upper 2QL TI substrate.
Near the Fermi level, we observe only one Dirac cone at
FIG. 1. A perspective (a) side view and (b) top view of atomic
structure of single Sb and Bi bilayers on a TI surface. (c) Calculated
binding energy (Eb) of bilayer on each TI substrate. (d) Calculated
work function (W ) of TI substrates and pristine Sb and Bi bilayers
on each TI substrate lattice.
FIG. 2. Calculated band structures of Sb bilayer on (a) Bi2Se3,
(b) Bi2Te3, (c) Bi2Te2Se, and (d) Sb2Te3 along the -K direction.
Shaded (gray) regions are the projection of the bulk band structure
of 3D TI into the 2D surface Brillouin zone. The color bar indicates
the origin of the states. The band originating from the Sb bilayer
(upper 2QL of TI) is colored in magenta (blue). Emerging Dirac
states labeled by D∗ and DR are the intrinsic and the Rashba-split
states, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Calculated band structure for Bi bilayer on (a) Bi2Se3,
(b) Bi2Te3, (c) Bi2Te2Se, and (d) Sb2Te3 along the -K direction.
Shaded (gray) regions are the projection of bulk band structures of
3D TI into the 2D surface Brillouin zone. The bands originating from
the Bi bilayer (upper 2QL of TI) are colored in red (blue).
the  point as denoted by D∗. The original surface state of
TI is buried into the bulk states and the new D∗ emerges
almost solely from the Sb bilayer. The energy and shape of
the Dirac cone are slightly different for each substrate but
the helical nature of the surface states is well presented. The
D∗ is located in the bulk conduction band for BS and BT
substrates, but inside the bulk gap for BTS and ST substrates.
We note that another Dirac cone (labeled as DR) originating
from the top QL of the TI substrates appears below the Fermi
level. However, absence of partner switching between the time-
reversal-invariant momenta indicates that the Dirac cone DR
is the Rashba-split states without the topological protection.
The Dirac cones appear more complex in the Bi/TI
heterostructure. Figure 3 shows calculated band structures
of Bi/TI projected onto the Bi bilayer and the top 2QL of
the TI substrate. Different from the Sb/TI case, we observe
three Dirac cones DQ, DR, and D∗ at the  point denoted. We
found that the DQ and DR states are extrinsic Dirac-cone-like
states arising from the hybridization of Bi bilayer states with
TI quantum-well states and from the Rashba splitting of Bi
bilayer states, respectively, and the D∗ is the intrinsic Dirac
state. For all substrates, an odd number of bands cross the
Fermi level with clear helical spin texture (Fig. 4), ensuring
the topological insulating property of the heterostructure. The
original single Dirac state of the TI substrates at the  point
merges into the bulk states due to the charge transfer from the
Bi bilayer.
We observe that the position of these Dirac-cone-like states,
in particular DQ and DR, moves as the substrates are changed.
For Bi/BS and Bi/BT, DR is located above DQ whereas, for BTS
FIG. 4. Calculated spin texture of (a)–(d) Sb bilayer and (e)–(f) Bi bilayer on Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, Bi2Te2Se, and Sb2Te3, respectively, along the
-K direction. The color bar indicates the x component of the spin (red for up and blue for down spin). The new Dirac cone D∗ that emerges
almost solely from the Sb or Bi bilayer exhibits a helical spin texture.
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FIG. 5. Calculated band structures of (a) Sb/BTS and (b) Bi/BTS at artificially increased interfacial distance between the bilayer and the
TI surface from the equilibrium position (d) by 4, 2, 1, and 0.5 Å, from left to right. The parameter δ is the valence band maximum energy
relative to the Dirac point.
FIG. 6. Evolution of the spin texture in (a) Sb/BTS and (b) Bi/BTS. The interfacial distance between the bilayer and the TI surface is
increased from equilibrium by d = 4, 2, 1, and 0.5 Å (from left to right). The color bar indicates the x component of the spin with up in red
and down in blue. We observe the helical spin texture migrating to the bilayer.
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FIG. 7. Evolution of the orbital character in (a) Sb/BTS and (b) Bi/BTS. The interfacial distance between the bilayer and the TI surface is
increased from equilibrium by d = 4, 2, 1, and 0.5 Å (from left to right). The states near the Fermi level originate from the Sb or Bi bilayer,
having mostly p-orbital character, as marked by colored dots (px, py in red and pz in blue). We observe the pz-character states in Sb but px,
py, and pz states in Bi bilayer, which form new topological surface states.
and ST substrates, DR state is located below DQ. The relative
position of DR and DQ in different substrates is related to the
shift in the energy level of the hybridized states between the Bi
bilayer and the TI quantum-well states. The band alignment
of the bilayer state with the TI bulk bands, which is related
to the work function, determines the position of DQ. The
calculated work functions of TI substrates are in the range
of 4.6–5.5 eV, and the one for the Bi bilayer is ∼3.5 eV. The
work-function difference (WBi) between the Bi bilayer and
TI substrates is in the order of WBi(BS) > WBi(BT) >
WBi(BTS) > WBi(ST). As the work-function difference
between TI substrates and the Bi bilayer decreases, the DR
state becomes lower in energy than the DQ state and becomes
located inside the bulk gap of TI.
The D∗ state is a truly intrinsic Dirac cone that preserves
the topological property. Without this state, it turns out that an
even number of bands cross the Fermi level. For the Sb bilayer,
the D∗ state replaces the intrinsic BTS Dirac state. On the other
hand, for the Bi bilayer, which has stronger interfacial coupling
with the substrate, one of the Bi bilayer valence bands merges
into the BTS bulk conduction band, and the D∗ state shifts to a
higher energy, forming a linear band. This becomes clearer as
we artificially control the strength of hybridization by changing
the distance between the bilayer and the TI substrate. We
elaborate this in more detail below.
To understand the origin of the different band structures
in Sb and Bi bilayers, we artificially tune the interaction
between the adsorption layer and the TI surface by changing
the interfacial distance. Figure 5 shows calculated band
structures of Sb/BTS and Bi/BTS after adjusting the interfacial
distance from the equilibrium. At large interfacial distances,
the interfacial interaction between the substrate and the bilayer
FIG. 8. Band structures from the model Hamiltonian for bi-
layer/TI heterostructure. (a) Sb bilayer and (b) Bi bilayer on BTS
in the absence (left panel) and presence (right panel) of interfacial
interactions. The energy zero is set to the Dirac point of the BTS
surface states in the absence of the hopping term. The bands in
magenta and red are the bilayer states and the linear band in blue
shows the BTS surface states.
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FIG. 9. Calculated band structures of BTS1QL/BTS5QL with the interfacial distance increased by d = 4, 1, 0.5, and 0 Å (from left to right)
from the equilibrium distance.
is negligible and the band structure is a simple superposition of
the bands of the isolated Sb/Bi bilayer and the BTS substrate.
We note that the valence band maximum (VBM) relative to
the Dirac point is about ∼0.05 eV for Sb and ∼0.4 eV for Bi
due to the work-function difference. The Sb bilayer has a work
function of about ∼5 eV, similar to that of BTS, and its VBM
is well aligned with that of BTS. However, the Bi bilayer with
the work function of ∼3.5 eV has the VBM in the BTS bulk
conduction band. This explains the different band shapes for
Sb and Bi bilayers. As the interfacial distance is decreased, we
observe a slight band splitting in doubly degenerate bands of
the bilayer due to the broken inversion symmetry. When the
interfacial coupling is enhanced, the bands split further and
start to hybridize with the TI bands, eventually forming new
Dirac cones. This behavior is also found in the evolution of the
spin texture and orbital character as the interfacial distance is
changed (Figs. 6 and 7).
We construct a minimal tight-binding model that includes
only the topological surface states, a single band from the
bilayer insulator (BI), and the interaction between them in
order to track down the evolution of the Dirac states. There
is misalignment of the band edges of the TI and the bilayer
due to the difference in electron affinity. Such misalignment
produces a large transverse E field near the interface, which is
the source of the Rashba interaction. The general form of the







with the basis |〉 = (|↑T I 〉, |↓T I 〉, |↑BI 〉, |↓BI 〉), where
|↑↓T I 〉 are the topological surface states and |↑↓BI 〉 are the
BI states. The TI states are described by a massless Dirac
cone with helical spin textures, HT I = νF (k × σ ) · ẑ. The
single band of the BI interacting with TI surface states is
given as a spin-degenerate quadratic band, (k2/2m∗)12×2,
with effective mass m∗. Including the Rashba SOC, HBI =
(k2/2m∗ + δ)12×2 + αR(kyσx + kxσy), where δ is the band
offset determined by the work-function difference and αR
is the Rashba coupling strength. The hopping between the
FIG. 10. (a) Schematic representation of the band alignment in
BI/TI interfaces. The band alignment is determined by the work
function difference between TI (WTI) and BI (WBI). For WTI ≈ WBI,
the band is aligned at a similar level (I); if WTI > WBI, the valence
band of the BI hybridizes with the surface states of the TI (II); if
WTI < WBI, the conduction band of the BI hybridizes with the TI
surface states (III). The arrows in blue indicate the electron flow.
(b) Schematic illustration of the hybridization of the BI band (in red)
with the topological surface state (in blue). Shaded regions denote
the bulk states.
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FIG. 11. (a) The band structures of a free-standing Bi1−xSbx alloy bilayer with x = 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0, from left to right. The band
gap is closed at x = 0.4, indicating a topological phase transition from trivial insulator to quantum spin-Hall insulator. (b) Calculated band
structures of Bi1−xSbx/BTS heterostructure. The bands highlighted in blue represent the states originating from the alloy bilayer. The critical
Sb composition for the topological phase transition is now shifted to x ∼ 0.67 due to the interaction with the BTS substrate. We observe a
gradual change in the band structure from the Sb-bilayer (x = 1) to the Bi-bilayer case (x = 0).
bilayer and the TI surface states is given as T = tσz12×2
with the parameter t characterizing the interfacial con-
tact of the heterostructure. The parameters in the model
Hamiltonian are obtained from a fitting to first-principles
calculations. For Sb(Bi)/BTS, m∗ = −0.2(−0.12) eV−1 Å−2,
αR = 0.5 (0.2) eV Å, and t = 0.05 (0.1) eV, and the Fermi
velocity of BTS vF = ∼5.8 × 105 m/s. Figure 8 shows the
band structure of this model Hamiltonian. Without the hopping
term (left panels), Sb and Bi bilayers show a clear difference
in the band offset δ and the VBM. Immediate changes when
the hopping term is included are the Rashba splitting in the
bilayer bands and the appearance of two Dirac cones D∗ and
DR. Depending on the position of the VBM, an additional Dirac
cone may appear. The valence band of the Bi bilayer overlaps
with the bulk conduction band of BTS, and its hybridization
with quantum-well states (not included in the tight-binding
Hamiltonian) can produce another Dirac cone DQ. On the
other hand, the Sb bilayer’s VBM is close to the Dirac point of
BTS surface states within about 0.05 eV, and hybridization of
the Sb band and BTS surface states still leaves the Dirac cones
inside the bulk gap of BTS. The formation of the Dirac cone
inside the bulk band gap when the Dirac point of the substrate
and the VBM of the overlayer are close is supported by an
apparent example of a homogeneous BTS block. When 1QL
BTS is overlaid on top of 5QL BTS, the surface state of 5QL
BTS should move to the top 1QL BTS (Fig. 9). The VBM of
1QL is located in the bulk energy gap since the workfunction
of 1QL and 5QL BTS is very similar (5.08 vs 5.02 eV).
Analysis of the tight-binding model Hamiltonian reveals the
factors that control the hybridization between BI states and TI
surface states. The first is the band alignment, which is related
to the work functions of the constituent materials. When the
work function of BI is smaller than that of the TI substrate,
the VBM of BI is located in the bulk conduction band of TI.
In the opposite case, the conduction band minimum of BI is
aligned with the VBM of bulk TI as illustrated in Fig. 10.
The second is the coupling between BI and TI surface states.
As we presented above for the Sb and Bi cases, BI with a
large SOC tends to have strong coupling with TI substrates.
In order to confirm this tendency and thus to utilize this result
for engineering topological surface states, we consider the
alloy of Bi and Sb, Bi1−xSbx , using the VCA method because
Bi and Sb are isoelectronic and have the same structure. We
assume a uniform distribution and neglect disorder effects. On
increasing the Sb content (or reducing the SOC strength), the
alloy makes a transition from a 2D TI to a BI. We observe
a continuous evolution of the Dirac cones in Bi1−xSbx /BTS
heterostructure from the case of Sb to a Bi bilayer (Fig. 11).
In summary, we studied the heterostructures of Sb (Bi)
bilayers on top of TI substrates. We found that the strong
hybridization between the Sb (Bi) bilayer and the TI substrate
causes topological surface states to migrate from the TI to the
overlaid bilayer. The band alignment of the overlaid bilayer
and TI substrates, which is determined by the work functions
of the materials, controls the band dispersion and the energy
of emerging Dirac cones. Our findings illustrate a possibility
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of controlling the surface states and topological phases in
the heterostructures and open a way of designing appropriate
material combinations for device applications. Also our study
helps understand the complex evolution of the surface states
and the topological properties in TI heterostructures.
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